THE QAI DIFFERENCE
Organic Certification

QAI (Quality Assurance International) offers organic
certification services at every step of the organic food production chain,
from plough to plate. Founded in 1989, QAI is one of the first professional
certification bodies for organic integrity. Our unsurpassed expertise and industry
knowledge from over 20 years of organic certification leadership is the
QAI difference.

WHY CHOOSE QAI?
>

Straightforward certification fees

>

Exceptional customer service

>

Recognized leader by the industry and consumers

>

Comprehensive service offerings

>

Save time and money by bundling certifications

For more details on what makes QAI different, turn the page.

QUALITY A SSURANCE INTERNATIONAL
To get started on you organic certification, contact us today!
t: +1 858 792 3531 | e: qai@qai-inc.com | w: www.qai-inc.com

>>>

THE QAI DIFFERENCE
Cost
For handler operations, we base our certification fees off the number of
products to be listed on your organic certificate. This means you pay a fair price
for your organic certification no matter how big your business grows.

Customer Service
At QAI, our emphasis on exceptional, professional customer service combined
with extensive regulatory compliance knowledge sets us apart from other
organic certifiers. We assign each company a dedicated project manager to
oversee your certification process and keep you on track each step of the way.

Brand Recognition
The QAI mark is trusted by leading organic companies and
more consumers than any other major organic certifier. Our
“Q” certification mark appears on more organic products and
has the highest consumer recognition amongst major organic
certifiers (NSF Brand Survey 2013). By working with QAI for your organic
certification you can leverage the strength of the QAI mark on your products.

One-Stop Resource
Through NSF International, QAI’s parent company, we offer a wide range of
complimentary certifications and services that you can bundle to save time and
money. Your organic certification can be combined with Gluten-free, Non-GMO
Project and Kosher certifications. We also offer the full range of GFSI (SQF, BRC,
IFS, FSSC 22000, GLOBALG.A.P., CanadaGAP, PrimusGFS) certifications.
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